Duratray International is a
specialist global supplier of a
unique, high-efficiency, dump
body for mining and quarry
haul trucks. The major
product-line offered is the
unique Duratray Suspended
Dump Body (SDB). Over the
last decade a vast number of
innovative engineering
improvements have been
undertaken on the Duratray
SDB and now it is being
customised in accordance to
application and mine site.
Today Duratray SDBs are
operating worldwide in 25
countries and on all continents
with a high level of acceptance
in large-scale open-pit mineral
mines.

The Current Situation
The Duratray International factory and
headquarters are located in Melbourne
where the Duratray SDBs are
engineered and manufactured. A small
safety/environment team situated at this
site are required to ensure relevant
safety and environmental legal
obligations are understood and adhered
to as part of their Integrated
Management System (IMS).

The Challenge
Given the broad scope of safety and environmental law which
applies to the organisation, maintaining up-to-date knowledge of
each piece of legislation and how this relates to the organisation,
was often an arduous and onerous process to manage.

The Solution
Environment Essentials delivered a solution by working closely
with Duratray International to implement HSE LawGuides – a
comprehensive and user-friendly web-based directory.
HSE LawGuides includes an easy-to-use monthly update service
which displays changes to safety and environmental laws, Codes
of Practice and other guidance documents. This enables
Duratray International to efficiently disseminate up-to-date
information across the team and throughout the organisation.
An annual review of Duratray International’s IMS is required. To
support this, legislation summaries grouped into specific safety
and environmental topics, enable a quick and easy reference
point of applicable legislation which impacts Duratray
International’s business operations. The audit checklists
displayed per area of relevance in HSE LawGuides are an
important tool to perform the assessment periodically.

“Environment Essentials has provided us with a system
that is easy to understand - especially to follow through
the legal requirements and implications relevant to
comply with the standards of an IMS such as ours. It’s
been a useful tool that I would recommend to small and
medium sized organisations.”
Magda Prada – Marketing Coordinator – Duratray
International
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